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Food Network star Tyler Florence is famous for championing simplicity, freshness, and culinary
honesty in cooking. Now, after more than a decade spent tracking down some of the world's
most flavorful recipes (and debunking a generation of novice chefs' culinary fears), Tyler brings it
all back home to celebrate the pleasures of cooking with wholesome, local ingredients.His easy
yet toothsome recipes exemplify the message that restaurant chefs from coast to coast have
embraced: Local foods, cooked in season and prepared simply but with care and thought, are
the best meals you can eat anywhere.In Tyler Florence Family Meals, Tyler recounts the journey
that brought him from the home cooking he grew up loving to the "haute-homey" restaurant
cuisine that first won him culinary acclaim, to the pleasures of the world's great cuisine as
showcased on his Food Network shows, and ultimately back to his roots as he prepares to open
a restaurant while raising a family of young children. He speaks with his signature casual charm
about how they can improve their cooking and eating habits to bring about real changes in their
health and in their attitude toward food.Better than any other chef at work today, Tyler knows
what people want to eat and how to help them achieve spectacular results without stress or
strife. With this all-new collection of bold and exciting recipes, any cook can rid herself of her
culinary fears and discover why, when it comes to fine dining, there is no place like home.
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Today, there is no single way to define a family. In the simplest terms, it’s the people you spend a
great deal of time with, care for deeply, and trust with everything. A two-way, never-ending street
of giving and sharing with green lights in both directions.I’m dedicating this book to two people
who have lived incredible lives and who define our family, two people that my wife, Tolan, and I
can’t thank enough: her parents, Marge and Larry.Tireless grandparents, best friends, drinking
companions, mediators, confidants, consiglieres, and allies, they welcomed me into their family
six years ago and haven’t looked back. Thank you for sharing your lives with us, and thank you
for making each family meal special.—T.F.
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IntroductionWhen you hear the words family meal, no doubt you have immediate associations: a
big pot of Sunday-night sauce with pasta; your grandmother’s pot roast; a perfectly roasted
chicken with pan gravy and mashed potatoes. Mention these words to a chef, though, and you
evoke something else entirely. To those of you who’ve never worked in restaurants, family meal
is the shared meal that is served to the entire restaurant staff before service starts each day. It is
a restaurant ritual and a great source of pride among the up-and-coming cooks on the staff—not
to mention a great way to air any dirty laundry, discuss the specials of the night, and (perhaps
most important), keep theft down.At my very first restaurant job, I often collaborated on family
meal with a fellow dishwasher, a Polish émigré and former circus worker. The dinners we turned
out were a hybrid of southern dishes and traditional Polish food: fried pork chops, for example,
were turned into golonka, a classical Polish stew of pork knuckles cooked with caraway,
cabbage, and whatever other vegetables we had in-house and mashed potatoes left over from
the previous night were transformed into pierogis. Ultimately my coworker’s demons got the best
of him after a year-long tenure at the dish station, but I’ll always remember him and how we
tackled family meal together and how those meals helped me share a bit of who I was with the
people in my work family through the food I made for them.Since then there have been a lot of
family meals under the bridge, and my family, both personal and professional, has expanded
exponentially. The last fifteen years of my life are a collection of memories of kitchens,
restaurants, and cooking with different chefs, in different countries and different cities.From



culinary and business schools at Johnson and Wales University in Charleston, South Carolina,
to moving to New York City to work at Aureole with Charlie Palmer and his refined New American
Cuisine, then on to Pino Luon-go’s Mad. 61 to learn classic Tuscan Italian; from line cook at the
beautiful three-star River Café in Brooklyn (back in its heyday) to becoming the executive chef at
Cibo by the time I was twenty-five—I’ve lived more life in the kitchen than outside it. Food defines
me.I’ve also had the opportunity to go around the world several times, mostly thanks to my family
at Food Network. We’ve shot amazing programming in off-the-beaten-track locations that a
restaurant-bound chef living in New York City would never have the chance to experience. I’ve
been truffle hunting in Alba; and I’ve made prosciutto in Parma, pizza in Naples, fish and chips in
London, bouillabaisse in Marseilles, dim sum in Hong Kong, mole in Oaxaca, jambalaya in New
Orleans, fried chicken in Mississippi, and tapas in Barcelona. For a chef, it just doesn’t get much
better.And in a way, everything I’ve done in my life has been a dress rehearsal for what’s
happening right now. Marin County, just north of San Francisco, is where I’m putting my roots
down, raising my family, and starting multiple business ventures. My wife, Tolan, and I have a lot
on our plate with three restaurants; three kitchen stores; our new wines with the Michael
Mondavi Family; Sprout, our organic baby-food company; our cutlery, cookware, spice, and
sauce lines; and, of course, more television and books—all while raising three children. We call it
the Florence Family Circus.With all of these projects on the table and more in the pipeline, I’ve
got to tell you, I’ve never been happier. I love my beautiful wife; my children, Miles, Hayden, and
Dorothy; and all of the new members of my extended family, which grows with each new venture.
It is this burgeoning extended family that brought me to the title of this book, Family Meal. With
each project I take on, I gain a new group of people to work with who inspire me and who, as my
associates, ultimately become part of my family. And to this day, whenever I find a new group of
people ready to share their lives with me, my first instinct is to cook for them.To me, the concept
of Family Meal has transcended the restaurant kitchen to represent the way I interact with my
friends, my family, my neighbors, my business partners, my employees—and now, you. If you are
a part of my life, I want to tell you about who I am through my food. Kitchens are all I know, food
is all I think about, and when I cook for the people around me it shows you that I care— just as it
does when you cook for the people in your own family, however it is configured.For me, that’s
what it truly means to cook, whether I’m creating the menus for my restaurants or making
pancakes in the kitchen with my middle child, Hayden. Over the past thirty-nine years, I’ve
learned from and been influenced by an amazing group of colleagues, family members, and
good friends; now it’s my turn to share not just the recipes and techniques I’ve accumulated, but
also what it means to cook a dish for someone else and put everything that’s in your soul into
that plate of food. I finally feel that I have learned enough that I can start teaching the next
generation. I want to teach my children the emotion behind the act of providing. It’s not the
crispiness of my fried chicken that makes cooking my calling, or the creaminess of my potato
puree that makes me feel good about myself. It’s my ability to express my emotions and
communicate my feelings through these dishes that is truly rewarding to me. And this kind of



satisfaction doesn’t come in a vacuum. It works just like a telephone: There has to be a person
on each end of the line for the circuit to be complete. My cooking and my food aren’t worth a lick
if there’s nobody there for me to share them with.This book is about the many families that are a
part of my life right now. Some are new, some have been there for a while—and there will be new
families to come. It’s been an amazing journey, especially most recently here in the Bay Area,
meeting the extraordinary people in the food world here—not just chefs, but the purveyors,
farmers, and inspired home cooks all around me—and discovering the incredible bounty and
impeccable food northern California has to offer. I look forward to cooking for all of them, and for
you, in our restaurants in San Francisco, Mill Valley, and Napa. And I hope you’ll use the recipes
in Family Meal to connect with your family and friends and experience the same satisfaction that
cooking with love has always given me.So let’s get the stoves cranked up and get cooking!
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D, “Welly = YUM!. Would give 20+ stars if able! For years I've had his Welly recipe from the Net.
In making it, I was petrified in that it was going to fall apart. I made Welly for the 1st time for close
friends...the pressure was on. But, one of my dinner guests said, "Wow, you just raised the bar!".
It took me a lot of research, but I found the Welly recipe in this cookbook. I wanted both my Net
and a cookbook recipe (to perfect my Welly craft-cookbook did give me more tips). He should
showcase it at the front of the book, but it is in the back, page 244. Anyhow, in my research I
discovered he doesn't duplicate recipes throughout his cookbooks. (Unlike Ina who duplicates
recipes in all of her cookbooks, sorry to say.) When Tyler says "the ultimate" he means it! His
cookbook, The Silver Palate and Julia Child's 2 Volumes are top notch in my kitchen! Wonderful
to have recipes that work & are yum!”

K. Wooten, “wonderful book!. I have many of Mr.Florence's cookbooks and enjoy reading &
cooking from them. This book is all about family and friends eating together and enjoying food.
The book is separated into sections. First, eating at home. Second, eating together w/ friends,
neighbors etc...Third, eating Out. He includes recipes not only from himself but also from his
friends and family members. It kind of reminds me of a community cookbook! There are beautiful
illustrations, which helps you see what the outcome of a recipe will look like. Since getting this
recently, I have made the chocolate tart at least 4 times. It has dark chocolate in it and is rich!
Yum! Relatives ask me to bring it! It is a crowd pleaser! I also made the banana bread and gave
some as gifts this year.....I never thought I would forsake the banana bread recipe I have used for
years, but let me tell you this one is a keeper! The Chile Relleno Rice is so incredibly easy to
make and really good (but probably not that great for you) The Chicken and Dumplings had an
interesting flavor to it and was very homey! Nana Clark's Salad was full of broccoli, cauliflower
and radishes,scallions,(and lots of mayo!) but is great to bring to a potluck. Lots of complements
were given! I wanted to like the Apple Brown Betty but it was just OK. I have made other recipes
in this book and plan to make more including The Roasted Beet Salad and the Creamed
Spinach.  They look great. This book is worth the price for just the chocolate tart!”

Johnnycakes, “The format may be throwing some people. Ok - let me start off by saying that I am
a huge fan of Tyler - his recipes have gotten me through more holidays and family dinners than I
can count. The thing I love the most about his food, while it isn't fussy and overdone, is that it
works as a great basis for the cook to build off of. I have printouts of his recipes from Food
Network that have handwritten notes all over them, adding ingredients or changing cooking
methods or times. His recipes really are accessible, fun, and inspiring. Because of this, I could
not wait to get his new book...and at first, I was a little underwhelmed.The book, physically, is not
a nice, glossy, jacket-wearing cookbook. The book is bigger than his other books and the cover
has this odd, ribbing to it. (think of one of those moving, image pictures) Also, the cover art is



really more subdued than his other books - so, I think there is a lack of excitement when people
get a hold of the book. It is different.Also, I think some people are thrown by the format of the
book too. It is not just a regular cookbook, with a tiny little narrative, if any, over each recipe and
full of nothing but recipes. This book is more personal. It is more casual. I think he was going
for the FEELING of a comfortable, casual family dinner here. There are more stories. The
recipes are more casual. Even the narrator's voice is more familiar and friendly. This isn't a
cookbook, it is a book about his personal relationship with cooking for the people he cares about
and his favorite recipes to do that with. So, WAY different than the other offerings he has. Once I
realized that, this was less like his show and more like being in the kitchen with him, rummaging
through his recipe card file - I got it.And boy am I glad I did. The turkey meatloaf is amazing, as
another reviewer said. The recipes are not overly fussy or complicated, though some do require
a little more time than others. In his typical fashion, he made me eager to cook from the book - if
I could just get off the couch from reading it like a novel.So, here is the scoop of the poop - if you
are looking for a regular, Tyler cookbook - then this might not work for you. You would do better
to get another one of his books. If you are looking for a friendly experience that brings home
what cooking really means - not impressing or astounding people - but bringing people together
to enjoy each other's company and making your family and friends feel at home...this is a good
book to start with.”

Murphy, “Always liked Tyler's Cooking!!. Tyler always cooks very much the way I thing about
ingredients and how best to use them! Like the book a lot!!........Vince”

Daniela Levangie, “Great Book. I bought this book used, its condition is like new. I have made a
few recipes from this book and love them. The banana bread is one of the best recipes I have
found, and the asparagus appetizer is one of my favorites to make. Love this book and have
recommended it to a few friends.”

Kat, “Mouth watering!. This is the first cookbook that I have read like a novel. I so enjoy reading
about how food and family mean so much to so many. The photos were wonderful, mouth
watering, and inspirational. I have tried many of Tyler Florence's recipes and hear his "voice"
while I'm reading his words. His enthusiasm for bringing his family and friends together is very
evident. I shared this book with my mother, we are planning a menu based on this book!”

C. L., “Great Cookbook. Most of these recipes can bed had from the Internet, but the books
great pictures and stories that accompany it more than justify the cost. And, if you like beef
wellington, this is a great detailed recipe on how to make it.”

Jayne A. Glasson, “Even the neighbors come over-for the great food!!!!!!. The first reciepe that I
cooked from this book, the kids came down from upstairs-"What is that wonderful smell?" They
looked and grabbed a fork. It was wonderful the whole family was together for dinner at the table



and everyone was happy. I can not tell you enough how great the recipes are. From the smell of
the cooking even the nieghbors wanted in. I'll tell you I cannot give this book enough credit, it is
wonderful!!! And the recipes are interesting, it is far from your typical cookbook. And the best
part the food is healthy.”

The book by Tyler Florence has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 87 people have provided feedback.
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